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A CORNER OF THE UNIVERSE 

By Ann M. Martin 

Critic:  Arufu 

A Corner of the Universe is a 

great book that shows how             

people with disabilities should 

express their emotions and               

personality even if other people 

want to hide it.  Uncle Adam is a             

disabled man who acts like a 

child.  He has been hidden from Hattie, his neice.   

For all of her life she has never known of her            

uncle. This surprising news changes a lot for 

Hattie’s life.  It all happened one summer, the 

summer when Fred Carmel’s carnival took place.  

Between making a new friend, going to the             

carnival, spending time with her family, and              

getting to know her uncle, she has to take care of 

the boarding people at her home.  Clearly, Hattie 

has lots to do in what she once thought would be 

a boring simple summer.  This is a great book for 

people who enjoy sad but heartwarming stories 

with a tragic twist at the end.  I loved this book, so 

definitely read it!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F SUMMERLOST 

 By Allyson Condie 

 Critic: Arufu 

 This book was amazing!  The plot has 

   sadness, humor, excitement and mystery.                   

     Cedar Lee had recently lost her father 

       and autistic brother in a car crash.  She 

       was having a very hard time getting 

               over her grief and when her mom  
Rating: 

Rating: 

THE OUTSIDERS 

By S.E. Hinton 

Critic:  Michael Vey 

The Outsiders is a book about 

a gang referred to as Greasers 

who always stick together.  The 

Greasers oppose another gang 

referred to as Socs.  This book 

is from the perspective of a 

young, Greaser boy named Ponyboy who faces 

the typical difficulties of growing up as well as  

being part of the Greasers.  Through challenges 

and realizations, Ponyboy ends up becoming         

closer with family.  He also learns that though the 

Greasers and Socs may view each other as                   

enemies, he realizes that everyone has two sides.  

I enjoyed reading this book because it is                       

interesting how Ponyboy changes and evolves to 

become who he is at the end of the book.  I               

recommend this book to people who enjoy sad 

books.   
 

 

 

FRASIER (TV SHOW) 

Critic:  Ti-84 CE Graphing             
Calculator 

Frasier is a TV show about          

Frasier Crane, a psychiatrist 

who moves to his home town 

of Seattle to start a new life 

after his divorce from his wife.  

He starts a radio show called “The Frasier Crane 

Show,” where listeners call in with their problems 

and  Frasier tries to help them.  After a short time 

in Seattle, Frasier’s brother Niles tells Frasier that 

their retired cop dad Martin has to move in with 

Frasier, much to Frasier’s dismay.  Frasier then 

hires Daphne, a quirky physical therapist from 

England to help around the house.  This show is 

amazing.  It is super funny, and all the characters 

are great.  Niles and Frasier are snobby elite            

psychiatrists, and seeing them clash with their        

average Joe father is funny.  Frasier also has lots 

of trouble with his love life, and the antics that 

ensue are funny.  This show is an absolute                  

favorite, and that is coming from someone who 

has watched The Office, Parks and Rec, and 

Friends.  Overall, this show is incredibly good and I 

recommend it 100%.  All 11 seasons are available 

on Netflix.   
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through tough times, but they come out stronger.  

I highly recommend A Tale Dark and Grimm to 

anyone who likes thrilling adventure and fantasy.  

This was an amazing book.  

 

 

       FEELING SORRY FOR CELIA 

         By Jaclyn Moriarty 

         Critic:  Ti-84 + CE graphing calculator 
 

  Feeling Sorry for Celia is a book 

  about an Australian teen girl  

  named Elizabeth. Elizabeth lives 

  with her mother in a town in              

Australia.  She has a best friend named Celia who 

has a tendency to disappear doing something  

crazy for long stretches of time.  In the beginning 

fo the book, Celia disappears, and no one knows 

why.  Elizabeth’s English teacher 

gives the class an assignment to 

become pen pals with a person 

from another school, and                

Elizabeth gets a girl named            

Victoria.  Throughout the book, 

Elizabeth goes through many 

interesting events in her life.  

The thing about this book is 

that it is written entirely in let-

ters and notes.  It shows notes from Elizabeth’s 

mother to her, the letters from Elizabeth and            

Victoria, miscellaneous letters and notes from oth-

er friends of Elizabeth, and even letters from im-

aginary organizations such as the Cold Hard Truth 

Association, The Association of Teenagers and 

many others.  This format can be confusing at 

first, but one you get used to it, it is good.  This 

book is really good, and I really enjoyed it.  The 

book is really funny, and the plot is very                       

interesting.  I did have to google what a few of 

the Australian slang terms meant, but that was a 

small inconvenience.  Overall, this book is              

amazing,  and I recommend it. 

decided to buy a second home near her family 

Cedar didn’t know what to think. Cedar and her 

small remaining family visit their second home for 

the whole summer and they soon start to fit in.  

Cedar follows a boy one day to a fair and soon 

after she has a job.  Juggling a job, leading tours 

about a famous actor, and forming a strong 

friendship can be exhausting, but Cedar and her 

new friend Leo become great friends anyway.   

Cedar, her younger brother, and Leo try to        

discover a mystery about a famous actor who 

used to live in their town.  Soon after, Cedar finds 

that the summer is over and she is forced to leave 

and go back to school and her normal home.  I 

would recommend this book to people who love 

sad realistic fiction books that are page turners. 

Definitely read this book!    
 

 

A TALE DARK AND GRIMM 

By Adam Gidwitz 

Critic:  Unknown 

A Tale Dark and Grimm was an               

exciting and hilarious book.  It had 

pieces of well known fairy tales like 

Hansel and Gretel, Snow White, and 

even Rapunzel.  The main characters are Hansel, 

Gretel, and faithful Johannes.  It takes place in a 

magical place where crazy things can                         

happen….like people being turned to stone. After 

their parents chop off their heads to save an ugly 

old man, Hansel and Gretel search for the perfect 

parents.  Each home they go to, looking for a         

family, the more they are certain that there is no 

such thing as the perfect parents.  They go  
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THE NIGHT DIARY 

By Veera Hiranandani 

Critic:  Michael Vey 

The Night Diary is a book about 

a young girl who was living in 

the times of British occupation 

over India.  Though she was 

perfectly happy with her life in 

her small farm, problems had 

occurred.  Though India was becoming completely 

independent, it was also separating into other  

different countries.  Where she was living became 

Pakistan and all non-Muslims had to leave.  Nisha 

and her family had no choice but to move away 

into the new India.  As children of a Hindu and a 

Muslim, Nisha and her brother were often                 

discriminated against.  Through this adventure, 

Nisha had found a special connection with her 

mother, who had died when she was born.  Nisha 

and her family struggle to find a place to call 

home.  I definitely recommend this book to those 

who enjoy historical and realistic fiction. 
 

 

CHASING VERMEER 

By Blue Balliet 

Critic:  Unknown 

Two sixth grade kids, Calder and Petra, are both in 

Ms. Hussey’s class.  In her class, they learn about a 

famous painter: Vermeer, and his painting A Lady 

Writing was traveling to their town.  A few days 

later, a newspaper reports that A Lady Writing was 

missing!  The thief of the painting also sends out a 

letter announcing that he wouldn’t give A Lady 

Writing back until the public found out which of 

the paitnings attributed to               

Vermeer were actually made by 

Vermeer.  Petra and Calder start 

look ing for  the  los t               

painting.  Will they find it?  I 

would recommend this book to 

anyone who likes thrilling                  

adventures and mysteries.        

Chasing Vermeer was an amazing 

book! 

Rating: 

Rating: 

THE SECOND MRS. GIOCONDA 

By E.L. Konigsburg 

Critic:  Arufu! 

This book was an amazing emotional roller                  

coaster!  The characters are Leonardo Da Vinci, 

Leonardo’s apprentice Salai, Beatrice and others.  

This book is about the mystery behind the Mona 

Lisa and who it was based off of.  Although the 

plot of the book wasn’t big, the overall story was 

good.  Salia and Beatrice are instant friends after 

they meet the very first time.  Beatrice is married 

to the Duke of Milan, but she thinks she is                 

ordinary and not special.  To hide this she                

becomes a different person by buying all sorts of 

things that don’t mean anything to her.  During 

this time in her life she started to become                 

separated from her friend Salai.  After this phase 

ends Salai learns the true purpose of being                 

Leonardo’s apprentice. Soon after something    

tragic happens to Beatrice and the mystery of the 

Mona Lisa is solved.  I                         

recommend this book to the     

people who enjoy emotional              

stories full of twists and turns.  

This was a great book that I really 

enjoyed. Definitely read it! 
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THE DOLDRUMS 

By Nicholas Gannon 

Critic:  Anonymous 

Arthur B. Helmsley longs for adventure.  But how 

is he going to have an adventure if he can’t go 

outside?  Archer’s grandparents disappeared on 

an iceberg in Antarctica on his 9th birthday.  Ever 

since the “iceberg incident” Archer’s mom,                    

Helena Helmsly, won’t let him go outside (with the 

exception of school).  Archer and his best friend, 

Oliver Glub, meet a girl named Adelaide on their 

first day of a new school year.  Archer tells them 

about his grandparents.  The trio makes a plan to 

go to Antarctica to rescue Archer’s grandparents.  

It’s a good plan, well it’s not a 

bad plan.  But, their plan totally      

backfires.  At the end of the 

book, Archer, Oliver and                  

Adelaide find out something 

very exciting.  If you want to find 

out what happens then read the 

book.  This book is a good read 

for people who like thrilling               

adventure and mystery. 

 

THE RED PYRAMID 

By Rick Riordan 

Critic:  Unknown 

The Red Pyramid was a book filled with adventure 

and action.  It’s narrated by siblings Carter and 

Sadie Kane, as they tell the readers about their 

adventures trying to stop the Egyptian god Set 

from bring chaos onto earth.  They have lost                    

everything, their mom and dad, their homes, but 

they still manage to save the world.  Carter and 

Sadie learn that they come from a long line of 

Pharoahs, and like their ancestors, they can                   

harness and use magic.  I would recommend this 

book to people who like adventure, action and 

humor.  All in all, I really enjoyed The Red Pyramid. 

 

 

THE SON OF NEPTUNE 

By Rick Riordan 

Critic:  Arufu! 

The Son of Neptune was a great 

book, but it wasn’t my favorite 

book in the second series of 

Percy Jackson.  This book is 

about how Percy lost his 

memory and gets dropped off 

at this weird half-blood camp.  This place looks 

similar to a camp that Percy thinks he vaguely                

remembers.  He trains there and makes some 

great friends.  Soon he embarks on a quest with 

Hazel and Frank (his new friends) that leads them 

to Alaska to find and kill a giant.  It is a                    

treacherous journey and they have to problem 

solve to find a way to kill the giants.  Meanwhile, 

Percy is  struggling to get his memory back and 

the friends are finding out deep secrets about 

each other.  I would recommend this book to        

people who like Greek   

mythology and fantasy.  

Make sure to read the first 

series and book 1 of the 

second series first! 

 

  

Rating: 

Rating: 



Rating: 
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ANNE FRANK                       

REMEMBERED 

By Miep Gies 

Critic:  TI 84 + CE graphing              
calculator 

Anne Frank Remembered is the 

memoir of Miep Gies, one of the 

Dutch people who helped hide 

Anne Frank and her group.  

Miep Gies recalls her life starting at her life as a 12 

year old Austrian World War I refugee in the 

Netherlands.  It chronicles the rest of her life until 

shortly after World War II ends.  This book tells 

the very interesting story about how Miep tries to 

help two extra families in a time when it is hard to 

supply for one couple.  The difficulties Miep and 

the rest of the Dutch people face are sad yet in-

teresting.  If you read Anne Frank’s Diary, I totally 

suggest this book for the outside perspective.  

This book obviously ends very sad, but it is still 

amazing.  Overall, this book is amazing and I          

recommend it to people who are interested in      

history and Anne Frank. 

 

 

ALMOST HOME 

By Joan Bauer 

Critic:  Arufu! 

Almost Home is a great book 

that shows how people should 

be grateful for what they have.  

Sugar and her mom had a very hard life.  Her 

mom’s boyfriend often came back to their house 

to take money and then go straight back to            

gambling.  Sugar and her mom were soon out of 

luck and were living on the streets.  There her 

whole life suddenly flips upside down.  Read the 

book to find out how they can get out of this 

mess!  This book 

was great if you like 

books that twist and 

turn and it is also a 

great page turner.  I 

loved this book so 

y o u  s h o u l d                  

definitely read it 

too! 

SALT TO THE SEA 

By Ruth Sepetys 

Critic:  Michael Vey 

Salt to the Sea is a story that 

takes place during World War II 

in Prussia, 1945.  It is told from 

the perspectives of four different 

protagonists including a young, 

Lithuanian nurse; a Prussian boy; 

a young, committed but troubled Polish girl; and a 

German boy as a Nazi official.  Each of the                  

characters have an ultimate mission to                                  

accomplish, and have their own motives during 

this atrocious war.  All four protagonists end up 

meeting each other and their relationships, as well 

as their friendships, strengthen throughout the 

course of the book.  They face obstacles and 

heartbreaks together and stick together through 

challenges, despite their race or religion.  I                    

recommend this book to those who enjoy reading 

sad books.  Even though this book is sad, I would 

personally say that it has an extremely satisfying 

ending. 

 

 

 

THE FACE ON THE     

MILK CARTON 

By Caroline B. Cooney 

Critic:  Anonymous 

Janie Johnson, a curious                 

teenage girl with curly, red hair 

can’t help but think that her    

loving parents kidnapped her.  

After looking at the back of a milk carton, a girl 

named Jennie Spring at the age of 3 was                   

kidnapped.  Janie recognized the picture. It was 

her!  How is Janie missing if she is happily living 

with her family?  Read this book to find out.  If 

you like books that are full with suspense and 

mystery this is a good book for you.  The next 

book in the series is called Whatever Happened to 

Janie.  I recommend this book to 6th and 7th 

graders because this is an amazing read for their 

reading level.  Read this BOOK!!!!!! 

Rating: 

 

Rating: 

Rating: 



ASHES 

By Kathyn Lasky 

Critic:  TI 84 + CE graphing 
calculator 

Gaby Schramm is a 13 year old 

girl living in Berlin, Germany in 

the early 1930s.  At this time, 

the political situation in                 

Germany is unstable and the 

Nazis are gaining more and more power every 

day.  Hatred and anti-semetism is on the rise, and 

it is slowly being normalized.  Gaby and her family 

aren’t being targetted, but they strongly disagree 

with Hitler’s policies.  Gaby finds that more and 

more people who she thought she could trust are 

agreeing with Hitler’s extreme views.  Gaby’s life is 

rapidly changing before her eyes.  She is being 

told that some of the people she is close to are 

enemies of Germany, and she is very confused.  I 

thought this book was really good.  I’ve never 

read a book about World War II told from this 

perspective, and it is really interesting.  My only 

problem is that the very end moves much faster 

than the rest of the book.  But that’s not a big 

problem.  Overall, if you’re curious about seeing a 

new perspective of pre-World War II, I totally                  

recommend this book. 
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RED QUEEN 

By Victoria Aveyard 

Critic:  Unknown 

Red Queen takes place in a world 

divided by blood.  People with 

red blood are poor and looked 

down upon, while people with 

silver blood live luxury filled lives 

and have supernatural powers.  

Mare Barrow, a smart, strong-willed red-blooded 

girl lives a normal hardship filled life, until a twist of 

fate, she discovers lightning powers of her own.  

Read Red Queen to find out what happens next!  I 

would recommend this book to people who love 

thrilling fantasies with unexpected plot twists at   

every turn.  If you are looking to read a book you 

wont’ be able to put down, Red Queen is the book 

for you! 

 

 

Rating: 

Rating: 

Do you read books and 
have opinions? GREAT! 
Join Critics next year!! 
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RULES 

By Cynthia Lord 

Critic:  Anonymous 

This book is about a girl named Catherine that has 

a brother named David who has autism.                     

Catherine is always jealous of David because he 

gets a lot of attention. When she goes to OT with 

David, she gives Jason, a boy at OT who can’t talk, 

cards.  One day Catherine’s old neighbor moves 

out and this new girl named Kirsti moves in.  

Catherine thinks she is very popular and that she 

won’t want to be friends with her.  Catherine does 

become friends with Kirsti but then does                     

something to ruin their friendship.  This is an okay 

book.  But if you like realistic fiction books,                               

then you should read this book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REFUGEE 

By Alan Gratz 

Critic:  Michael Vey 

Three different                                                                        

stories are told                                                                 

with different                                                                       

protagonists and                                                                          

three different journeys.                                                              

The protagonists face                                                             

difficulties and life-and-death situations                                            

in their hometown, and they are                                                 

eventually forced to flee their country,                                          

as refugees.  Each story takes place in                                                  

a different time period with different                                         

characters.  The protagonists include a                                             

young 12 year-old-girl in communist Cuba                                      

in 1994 named Isabel, a young boy living in                          

Syria during a Civil War in 2015 named  

Mahmoud, and a young boy              

living in 1939 Germany named 

Josef.  On their journey, they 

learn what sacrifice is worth and 

have a true adventure.  I                          

recommend this book because it 

is filled with action and has a 

good tone and mood. 

 

 

WE WILL ALWAYS HAVE SUMMER 

By Jenny Han 

Critic:  Ti-84 + CE graphing calculator 

We Will Always Have Summer  is the third and   

final book in the summer trilogy.  It is important 

to read the first 2 books before this one.  In this 

book, Belly is in her freshman year of college and 

she is dating Jeremiah.  Belly learned that                      

Jeremiah “cheated” on her (It’s more like the Ross 

and Rachel “We were on a break” situation but 

whatever).  Belly is devastated, and she refuses to 

speak to Jeremiah for a couple of days.  She ends 

up inviting him to her dorm, and after profusely 

apologizing he decides to propose to her.  Belly 

surprisingly says yes, and the rest of the book is 

wedding planning.  Belly goes to her cousins’ 

beach for the summer, and Conrad, who was her 

first love and is Jeremiah’s brother, is there too.  

Even though I absolutely loved the first 2 books, 

this one wasn’t as good.  I feel like the whole pro-

posal thing is quite ridiculous, especially because 

they are only 18.  I won’t spoil it, but the ending is 

pretty disappointing for me.  Overall, the first 2 

are amazing but this one is just 

okay. 

Rating: 

 

Rating: 

Rating: 
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